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The max-flow min-cut theorem of Ford and Fulkerson (for undirected net- 
works) may be regarded as a statement about the circuits and cocircuits using 
some fixed element of the cycle matroid of a graph. We show that, in general, 
a matroid has this property (in the integer form) if and only if it is binary and 
has no minor isomorphic to the dual of the Fano matroid. 
1. I NTR~DUCTI~N 
Let L be a collection of nonempty subsets of a set S. (Throughout this 
paper we shall only be concerned with finite structures, and further reference 
to this will be omitted.) Let T(L) be the minimum cardinality of subsets of S 
which intersect each member of L. Then it is clear that not more than 7(L) 
members of L can be pairwise disjoint. We say that L pucks if equality is 
attained, that is, if there is a selection of 7(L) pairwise disjoint members of L. 
(Not every collection packs. For instance, the collection of 2-subsets of a 
3-set does not-and the collection of k-subsets of a (2k - I)-set is a more 
imposing example (k > 2).) 
Several important combinatorial theorems can be expressed naturally 
as assertions that the collections of sets arising in a particular way pack. 
For example: 
( 1. I ) [ 141 Let L be the collection of edges of a bipartite graph (regarded 
as 2-subsets of the vertices). Then L packs. 
(1.2) [22] Let u, u be vertices of an undirected (resp. directed) graph G, 
and let L be the collection of sets of interior vertices of the paths (resp. directed 
paths) from u to v. Then L pucks. (Paths have no repeated vertices.) 
(1.3) (Max-flow min-cut theorem of [6], edgeform of Menger’s theorem.) 
With u, c, G as in (1.2), let L be the collection of edge sets of the paths (resp. 
directed paths) from u to c. Then L packs. 
(I .4) [3, 41 Let c be a vertex of a directed graph G, and let L be the 
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collection of edge sets of the subgraphs of G which include a directed path from v 
to every other vertex of G. Then L packs. 
(1.5) [21] Let G be a directed graph, and let L be the collection of 
edge sets of the directed cuts of G, that is, the cutsets of G with the property 
that all their edges are directed the same way across them. Then L 
packs. 
(I .6) Let L be a collection of sets given by any of (1. I),..., (1.4) and 
let L’ be the collection of minimal sets which intersect each member of L. 
Then L’ packs. This “duality” phenomenon is as yet unexplained. (Its proof 
is very easy.) It is not known if the collections from (1.5) fit this pattern, 
althougth I have checked that the conjectures in Section 2 imply this. 
(I .I) and (1.3) are implied by (1.2), and there are other relationships 
between the theorems, which we shall examine in detail in the next section. 
We find in particular that (1.2) is a corollary of (1.4); so an optimist might 
begin to hope that there is a more general result which unifies all these 
theorems. Whether one thinks this likely or not, it is interesting to try to 
discover what the collections of sets arising from (l.]),..., (1.6) have in 
common. First, they all pack; but so do lots of other uninteresting collections. 
More significantly, we can define a notion of “minor” so that all minors 
of these collections also pack. Development of this point is the main concern 
of the paper. 
Packing has a helpful linear programming interpretation. Let A4 be a 
(0, I)-matrix with no zero row, let S be its set of columns, and let L be the 
collection of the subsets of S with characteristic vectors the rows. 
The linear program 
YM < 1, 
y 30, 
y integer 
max 1 ‘y 
has solution the maximum number of pairwise disjoint members of L; 
while T(L) is the solution of 
Mx > I, 
x 2 0, 
x integer 
min 1 . x. 
If we leave out the integrity constraints, we obtain a dual pair of programs, 
which thus have equal solutions. It follows that L packs if and only if the 
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programs 
.YM<l, Mx 3 1, 
Y b 0, and x > 0, 
max 1 . J’, mm 1 .x 
both have integer optimizing vectors. 
The matrix corresponding to the collection of 2-subsets of a 4-set has an 
integer optimizing vector for the first program but not the second, and its 
transpose does the opposite, so the two conditions are independent. However, 
for our “minor” approach, no simplification would result from studying 
the first condition independently of the second; because a result of Lovasz [19] 
implies that if all “minors” of L satisfy the first condition, then they also 
satisfy the second. But the converse is false, and we shall have occasion to 
study the second condition independently of the first. 
Define a(L) to be the maximum cardinality of a subset 2 C S such that 
I Z n A / .< 1 for each A EL. Then if a selection of members of L has 
union S, it must have at least a(L) members, and if equality occurs we say 
that L cow-s. This paper is not really concerned with covering, but the 
formal resemblance between covering and packing is suggestive: and some 
of the packing problems which will concern us have covering analogs which 
have been solved. In particular, there is a covering duality phenomenon 
analogous to (1.6)-this has been explained, by the pluperfect and perfect 
graph theorems of Fulkerson and Lovasz, respectively (see [I, 9, 201). 
There is a stronger connection than formal similarity between covering 
and packing. Let M be a (0, I)-matrix giving the collection L (as before), 
and let L’ be given by the transpose of M; it is easily verified that L covers if 
and only if L’ packs. Thus any packing theorem, such as (I. I),..., (I .6), may 
be reformulated as a covering theorem. However, this procedure is not 
usually helpful, and in particular sheds no light on (1.6)-this requires an 
analog of the pluperfect graph theorem for packing, rather than simply a 
translation of it into packing terminology. (Unfortunately the obvious 
analog is false, as we shall see later.) We make no contribution to this 
problem except for some conjectures in the next section, but it motivates our 
definition of “Mengerian” below-Fulkerson’s analogous definition of 
“pluperfect” was the key to the explanation of covering duality. He found 
that those covering theorems which had duals (analogously to (1.6)) were 
essentially those of the form “all members of a class C cover,” where (6 is a 
classofcollections closed under the operations of “deletion” and “replication” 
of elements. (I. I) ,..., (1.5) all state that members of such a class pa&, so 
this is the obvious feature to scrutinize. 
It is clear that a collection of sets L packs if and only if the collection of 
minimal members of L does. so we shall henceforth confine our attention to 
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clutters, that is, to collections L (often called Sperner families in the literature) 
with the property that A, g AZ for distinct AI , A, E L. Then, for instance, the 
clutter associated with (1.4) is the collection of (edge sets of) the spanning 
arborescences rooted at 13, that is, the spanning trees in which each edge is 
directed away from V; and in (1.2) the underlying clutter is the collection of 
interior vertices of the chordless paths from u to c (with suitable refinements 
in the directed case). He who overlooks this “chordless” condition will be 
confused. 
We stipulated earlier that L should be a collection of nonempty sets, but 
we drop this now, and recognize { @} as a clutter. We shall have to treat it as 
an oddity, because T({ @)) is not defined, but it would be even more awkward 
to exclude it altogether. By convention, { w> packs. The other trivial clutter f\ 
is also permitted. 
E(L) is defined to be u(A E L). b(L), the blocker of the clutter L, is the 
collection of minimal subsets of E(L) which intersect each member of L. 
Then T(L) is the minimum cardinality of members of b(L). Edmonds and 
Fulkerson [5] showed that b(b(L)) = L (this is an easy exercise), which is 
why we call (1.6) a duality phenomenon. 
Let L be a clutter, and x E E(L). Take a new element x2 $ E(L). The 
operation of replication of x results in a new clutter 
L u {(A - {x}) u {x”f : A E L, x E A]. 
The result of deleting x is {A E L : x $ A}. It is easy (and worthwhile) to 
check that replication or deletion of an element of a clutter arising from one 
of (l.l),..., (1.5) gives another clutter which arises in the same way, and so 
which also packs. 
If MI is a map from E(L) to 7’ (the nonnegative integers) we define L, as 
follows. Delete each x E E(L) such that u(x) = 0, and then replicate (w(x) - I) 
times each x E E(L) which remains. We say that L is Mengeriun if all results 
of (repeated) deletion and replication pack, that is, if L, packs for each map 
M’: E(L) 4 E+. More explicitly, L is Mengerian if either L = ( @$ or for 
every map MY E(L) + Z+ there is a map q: L ---f Z+ such that 
(i) for each x E E(L), C (q(A): A 3 x) < w(x), 
(ii) ATL q(A) = min x n’(x). 
&b(L) reE 
(One might wonder whether the class of clutters such that all results of 
repeated replication pack is just the class of Mengerian clutters. It is not; 
let Q, be the clutter 
(11, 3, 51.3 {I, 4, 61, (2, 3, 61, {2,4, 51: 
and let L be the clutter with E(L) = (I,..., 71, containing the members of Qs 
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and their complements. Then L is not Mengerian, but all results of repeated 
replication from L pack.) 
For the linear programming interpretation, let M be a (0, I)-matrix 
corresponding to L. If L 7: ( B), L is Mengerian if and only if the dual pair 
of programs 
and 
Mx 3 I, 
x 3 0, 
min H’ . .\- 
both have integer optimizing vectors, for every integer vector II’ 3 0. The 
result of Lovasz mentioned earlier also implies that if the first program has 
an integer optimizing vector for each 1~ then so does the second. He proved 
in fact that if the first program has an integer optimizing vector for every 
(0, I)-valued ~1, then L packs (see [18] for a more complete discussion). 
We say that L has the weuk MFMC property if either L = { a} or the 
second program always has an integer optimizing vector; that is, if either 
L = { c1J or for every map it’: E(L) - Z+ there is a map (I: L --f R-1 (the 
nonnegative reals) satisfying (i) and (ii) above. (The letters stand for max-flow 
min-cut.) 
Lehman ([17]- or see [9]) showed that if L has the weak MFMC property 
then so does b(L). This may be proved by observing that (because of linear 
programming duality) the weak MFMC property is equivalent to the 
width-length inequality, that either L = D or { <i ] or for every pair of maps 
1, 1~: E(L) --t P (or R t, equivalently) we have 
The weak MFMC property is implied by, but is strictly weaker than, the 
property of being Mengerian; it can be shown that the clutter Q6 has the 
weak MFMC property but is not Mengerian. (Most of this paper is concerned 
with Q, .) b(Q,), however, is Mengerian; this disproves the obvious analog 
for packing of the pluperfect graph theorem, which would read “if L is 
Mengerian, then so is b(L).” The next section includes some conjectures on 
what might be true instead. 
Incidentally b(Q,J is a counterexample to a recent conjecture of Lovasz. 
In [19], he conjectured that “any seminormal hypergraph without one- 
element edges is Z-chromatic; ” in our terms, if L is a clutter with all members 
of cardinality at least 2, and all results of repeated deletion from L 
pack, then b(L) has two members which are disjoint. This fails when 
L = b(Q,). 
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2. CLUTTER MINORS 
If L is a clutter, and Z is some set, we define 
L\Z-(AcL:AnZ= RI) 
and we define L/Z to be the collection of minimal members of {A - Z: A E L). 
(Note that we do not take minimal ~onempty members for the definition of 
L/Z, as in matroid theory; there is a link with matroid theory, which we 
discuss in the next section, but it is not so direct.) Both L\Z and L/Z are 
clutters; we call the associated operations deletion and contraction of Z, 
respectively. (Deletion of an element x defined in the introduction is just the 
special case when Z = {xl.) The words “deletion” and “contraction” come 
from the undirected form of (1.3), where the operations correspond to the 
usual graph-theoretic deletion and contraction of edges (the reader should 
verify this). We would lose no generality in assuming that Z C E(L), but it is 
slightly more convenient not to do so. A minor of L is a clutter which may be 
obtained from L by a sequence of deletions and contractions; and a minor is 
proper if it is not L. It is clear that 
E(L\Z) c E(L) - z 
but equality need not occur; for example, let L be {(I, 2)}, and delete (I]. 
On the other hand, L\Z = L\Z’ where Z’ is E(L) - E(L\Z). Contraction is 
similar. 
The following results appear in [28], and the proofs are very easy, so we 
omit them here: 
w\a = w-w, and b(L/Z) = b(L)\Z. (2.1) 
(L\Zl)\Z, = L\(Z, ” Z,), W-GYZ, = L/G ” &A (2.4 
and, if Zr n Zz = a, (L\Z,)/Z, = (L/Z&Z, . 
It follows from (2.2) that any minor L’ of L is expressible in the form 
(L\Z,)/Z, ; and we may choose Z1, Z, such that Z1, Z, , and E(L) partition 
E(L). We then call this expression for L’ a standardform (it is not necessarily 
unique). 
(2.3) Zf L is Mengerian, so are all its minors. 
ProoJ Let L’ be a minor of L, in standard form (L\Z,)/Z, . We may 
assume that L’ # ( B}. Let w’ be a map from E(L’) to Z+; we must show that 
L,, packs. Let the minimum over B’ E b(L’) of CzsB, w’(x) be 7. Define 
w: E(L) --f Z’ by 
w(x) = w’(x) (-x E JWJ?), 
w(x) = 0 (x E z,>, 
M.(x) = 7 (x t Z,). 
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If B E b(L) and B n 2, # is then CeeB H(X) > T; on the other hand, if 
B n Z, = ,D then B includes a member B’ of b(L’), and 
Moreover, there exists B E b(L) such that B n Z, = D and CzEB H,-(X) = T, 
and so -r(LJ = T. L is Mengerian, so L, packs; thus there exist A, ,..., A, E L 
such that for each x E E(L), x E Ai for at most M(X) values of i. For x E Z, , 
IV(X) = 0, so no A, intersects Zr , and hence each Ai includes a member of L’. 
It follows that LL, packs, and hence that L’ is Mengerian, as required. 
One may prove similarly that any minor of a clutter with the weak MFMC 
property also has this property. 
We know that all the classes of clutters arising from (1. I),..., (I .5) are closed 
under replication and deletion, and hence all these clutters are Mengerian 
(so, in fact, are the clutters of (1.6); see [I l] for the nonobvious case). It 
follows that all their minors are Mengerian, and hence pack. For some of 
these classes the result that all minors of clutters in the class pack is an 
extension of the original theorem, because some of the classes are not closed 
under contraction. For example, the directed graph of Fig. I has directed 
paths (as edge sets) from u to v {{ 1, 31, { 1,4, 5}, (2, 4)); contracting (5: from 
this clutter gives ((1, 31, (1, 41, (2, 4}1, which does not arise as the edge set 
of the directed paths between two vertices of a directed graph. The same 
graph and same contraction also show that the clutters from (1.5) are not 
closed under minors; nor are the classes from (1.1) and (1.4) because all 
clutters in these classes are equicardinal, but they are not usually collections 
of bases of matroids, and so usually have the minor ((1 j, (2, 3;) which is not 
equicardinal. (Explicit examples may easily be found.) 
I have spent some effort comparing these classes; the results may as well be 
summari_zed here, though we shall not need them subsequently. Let 9(K), 
R(M), F(M), F(FF), 9(FF), F(E), S(LY) denote the classes of clutters 
which arise from (l.l),..., (1.5). ((1.2) and (1.3) have undirected and directed 
forms, and give rise to two classes each.) We know that four of these classes 
are not closed under minors; and it is easy to see that the remaining three are. 
FIGURE 1 
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There are some inclusions: 
F(K) c zq M) 
9-(FF) c 9(M) 
.&FF) C.@(M) 
ql4) c 3-(M) 
(add two new vertices); 
(add two new vertices to the line graph): 
(use the directed line graph); 
(replace each edge by two oppositely directed edges). 
There are no others: 
S(K) Q P(FF), &FF), F(E), .F(L Y) 
because ((1, 2$, (2, 31,..., (6, I]} f F(K); 
because {(I, 21, (3, 4), Il. 4, 51, (2, 3, 5)-j E .P(FF); 
F(m), .(FF), q!. Y) g S(E) 
because their members are not all equicardinal; 
@(FF) g 9qM) because ({l, 2, 3}, (4, 5, 61, { 1, 2, 5, 6, 7)) E g(W); 
.@-(FF) a 9=(L Y) because {{ 1, 21, (3, 41, { 1, 3, 51, {2, 4, 6)) E :$(FF); 
.F(E) !g 2(M), ,F( L Y) because b({{ 1, 2, 3}, { 1, 4:, (2, 5), (3, 61)) E 9(E); 
.F( LY) $2 &bf), F(E) because ({I. 2i, (3, 41. {S, 6}, il. 3, 51, {2,4, 6}} 
E ql!. Y). 
From this, we see that the directed form of Menger’s theorem implies its 
undirected form, the Ford-Fulkerson theorem (in both forms), and K&rig’s 
theorem, but we might conclude that this form of Menger’s theorem, 
Edmonds’ theorem, and the Lucchesi-Younger theorem were independent. 
This is wrong. The table is misleading; for example, although .@(A4) $ .$(I+‘), 
there is a simple “elementary construction” derivation of the directed Menger 
theorem from the directed Ford-Fulkerson theorem. (Replace each vertex 
except u, u by two vertices, joined by a new directed edge, and incident, 
respectively, with the incoming and the outgoing old edges which were 
incident with the old vertex. Then replace each old edge by many parallel 
edges.) In effect, this construction represents each member of g’(M) as a 
mijzor of a member of @(FF). Similarly, there is a construction which derives 
the directed Ford-Fulkerson theorem from Edmonds’ theorem, by 
representing members of .@(FF) as minors of members of *F(E), as follows. 
Given two vertices U, z: of a directed graph G, join L’ to w by many directed 
edges for each vertex IV j L’. Application of Edmonds’ theorem to the 
resulting graph, with II as root, gives the directed Ford-Fulkerson theorem 
for G. But T(E) $ .@(bf), and .9(M) is closed under minors; it follows that 
Edmonds’ theorem is in an important sense strictly stronger than Menger’s 
theorem. 
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I have not been able to prove anything about the relative status of the 
Lucchesi-Younger theorem. Nor can 1 prove much about the clutters in ( 1.6); 
for instance, 1 cannot even show that .@(M) is not closed under blockers. 
In [25], the class .F(FF) was characterized by excluded minors, but none 
of the other classes have been (except for the class of minors of members of 
.9(K), which is easy, and the two corresponding classes of blockers). It would 
be interesting to know what the other answers were (and also, probably, very 
hard to find out; the result of [25] requires Tutte’s deep and difficult character- 
ization of graphic matroids). 
Returning to the point: because of (2.3), one might hope to characterize 
Mengerian clutters by excluded minors. But in fact this seems unlikely, 
because there are too many. For example, none of the following packs, but 
all their proper minors are Mengerian: 
ifI. 21, (2, 31, . . . . {s - 1, sj, {s, 1 jj (=-C,), when s ;Z 3 and is odd; (2.4) 
KC,) (s > 3, odd); CW 
{{I, 2 ,..., s}} U ((0, il: i = I,..., s} (=Jx), ,tlhen s ): 2; (2.6) 
06 ; (2.7) 
C, u ((3, 6, 911 (and its blocker). (2.8) 
To check that these do not pack is easy; checking minimality, although 
straightforward, is much more tedious. 
The example of (2.8) in particular illustrates how hard it will be to find all 
the excluded minors. Consider the following construction. Let L be a clutter, 
and x E E(L). (We assume {x) 6 L). Let H be {A E L: x E A), and choose H, , 
H, such that H, U H, = H (H, and H, need not be disjoint). Choose clutters 
I, , I, with .!$I,), E(1,) C E(L), with the property that each member of I, 
includes a member of H, - H, but no member of L - (H? - H,) (and 
similarly for I,). Take three new elements x1, x, , -V $ E(L), and define a new 
clutter L’ which is the union of the four clutters 
L - H, 
{(A - (4) u {xl}: A E H, u IA 
{(A - {x}) u {x2}: A E H, u I,). 
We call this operation (L -+ L’) splitting. It may be shown that L’ packs if 
and only if L does, and that if L is non-Mengerian then so is L’; and yet the 
minors of L do not appear to have much connection with the minors of L’. 
L’ is non-Mengerian simply because L is, not because it possesses certain 
minors. This would seem to indicate that an excluded minor approach will 
not be very rewarding, that it does not really get to the heart of the situation. 
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Examples (2.4) and (2.8) may both be obtained from C3 by splitting, and so 
the result of splitting from a minimally non-Mengerian clutter can give 
another one; however, it need not, and usually does not (for the examples 
listed above, anyway). 
The blocker of each minimally non-Mengerian clutter I have found is again 
such a clutter, with the sole exception of Q g ; b(Qs) is Mengerian. QB is also 
the only excluded minor 1 have with the weak MFMC property. This apparent 
uniqueness of Qs would imply 
Conjecture. If a clutter has the weak MFMC property and has no QB 
minor, then it is Mengerian. 
In turn, this implies 
Conjecture. If a clutter L is Mengerian and has no b(Qs) minor, then 
b(L) is Mengerian. 
This second conjecture, if true, is the closest thing possible to an analog 
for packing of the pluperfect graph theorem. But both conjectures are based 
on a lack of counterexamples rather than a superfluity of supporting evidence. 
Let P, be the clutter {{I, 21, (2, 3}, {3,4}}. It may be shown that if L’ is a 
result of splitting from L, then either L’ has a P4 minor or L’ has L as a minor. 
Thus althoughthe existence of the splittingoperationmakesfinding a complete 
characterization of the excluded minors of Mengerian clutters implausible, 
the argument no longer applies if we confine ourselves to clutters with no 
P, minor. It is in fact a consequence of our main result and (3.2) below that if 
L has no P, minor, then L is Mengerian if and only if L has no minor Q6 or J, 
(s 2 2). The exclusion of P, minors is harsh, of course, because P4 is so small; 
but there is one interesting class of clutters which have no P4 minors, that is, 
the class of matroid ports; and this class contains all clutters without P, 
minors which are Mengerian (because of (3.2) below). 
3. MATROID PORTS 
We shall assume familiarity with basic matroid theory (see [30-321 for 
introductions to the subject), but a brief review of nonobvious terminology 
is necessary. E(M) is the set of elements of the matroid M; M* is the matroid 
dual to M; if Z C E(M), M\Z (the result of deleting Z) is the matroid with 
elements E(M) - Z and with circuits just those circuits of M which do not 
intersect Z; M/Z (the result of contracting Z) is (M*\Z)*; V(M) is the col- 
lection of circuits of M; a matroid is connected if every pair of elements is 
included in a circuit; F, is the Fano matroid, that is, the independence 
matroid of the seven point (Fano) projective plane; and UJ2 is the matroid 
with four elements any three of which form a circuit. 
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If S E E(M), G?(M) is defined to be {C - {Q}: C E g(M), 52 E C>. G(M) is a 
clutter, and clutters of this form are called ports [I 61. Ports are of particular 
interest in connection with packing, for all members of the class .9(W) 
are ports; to see this, just add a new edge D with ends II, LJ to the associated 
graph, and let M be the cycle matroid of the result. This suggests the problem 
of finding out which other ports are Mengerian, and that is the main result 
of this paper - but first, some general properties of ports. 
The class of ports is closed under clutter minors - in fact, if L is a minor 
of n(M), and L = (sZ(M)\Z,)/Z, in standard form, then L = sZ((M’,Z,)/Z,). 
(The proof is easy.) Ports have been characterized by excluded minors 
(though the result is not needed for this paper) - it is shown in [24] that 
a clutter L is a port if and only if L has no minor P, , J,v (s 2 3), Q1 , or 
b(QJ, where Q4 is the clutter ((I, 21, { 1, 3:, { 1, 41, (2, 313. (A second result 
of the same paper - ports are those clutters L for which there do not exist 
A,, A, EL, B, , B2 E b(L) and x1, .Y~ E E(L) such that 
A, n B, = A, n Bl = A, n B, = {.Y& 
and A, CT B, = (xl , x2].) 
b@(M)) = fi(M*). (3.1) 
Proof: If A E O(M) and B E sZ(M*), then A u {Sz} is a circuit and B u (Q) 
is a cocircuit - no circuit and cocircuit can intersect in just one element, 
so A n B # @. In view of the result b(b(L)) = L, it remains to show that 
for every Z 2 E(M) - {Sz}, either Z includes a member of Q(M) or Z 
does not intersect some member of Q(M*). But if Z spans J2 then Z includes 
a member of J&M); and if Z does not span 9, Z is included in a hyperplane 
H with Q $ H, and then E(M) - (H u (@) is a member of G?(M*) not 
intersected by Z. 
Any port is also a port of a connected matroid (and in fact this matroid 
is unique [15]). For our attempt to characterize Mengerian ports, we may 
thus confine our attention to ports of connected matroids. By (2.3) if 
SZ(M) is Mengerian, then it has no minor C, , and hence M has no minor 
IJd2 which has D as an element - but it can be shown [2, 251 that if M 
is connected and has no Ue2 minor using the element G, then M has no 
LJAz minor whatsoever, and hence is binary, by a theorem of Tutte [29]. 
Thus if M is connected and S(M) is Mengerian then M is binary. (The 
same conclusion follows under the weaker hypothesis that J&M) has the 
weak MFMC property.) 
Not all ports of binary matroids are Mengerian; for example, all ports of 
F7* are isomorphic to Qs ; and hence if J&M) is Mengerian, M has no matroid 
minor F7* with J2 as an element. These results were discovered by Theodore 
Chang in the late 1960’s, and he made the conjecture, which we shall prove, 
that the converse is true; that if M is binary and has no F7* minor using 8, 
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then SZ(M) is Mengerian. Due to an oversight, Chang’s paper was never 
published. 
It is not even true that ports of binary matroids must have the weak MFMC 
property. The following clutters are ports of binary matroids because of (3.2) 
below, but they do not have the weak MFMC property (take w =- 1): 
(i) the collection of hyperplanes of the Fano matroid; 
(ii) the collection of edge sets of odd circuits of K, : 
(iii) the blocker of (ii). 
All these are minor-minimal counterexamples; and so finding an excluded 
minor characterization of ports with the weak MFMC property will probably 
be extremely difficult. On the other hand, it is not quite hopeless; it may be 
shown [27] that if M is binary and M\(SZ) is the cycle matroid of a graph then 
n(M) has the weak MFMC property: in contrast, when R(M) is example (iii) 
above, M\{SZl is the bond matroid of KS . 
In the converse direction, we know that ports of cycle matroids of graphs 
are Mengerian, and so are their blockers, which are the ports of bond matroids 
of graphs. Gallai [12] (also [23], and see [lo] for a better proof) gave these 
results a common generalization, by proving that any port of a regular 
matroid is Mengerian. Tutte [29] showed that a matroid is regular if and only 
if it is binary and has no minor F7 or F7* (see [26] for a different proof): and it 
may be shown [25] that if M is connected and binary, then M has a minor 
F, or F,* if and only if for each element J2, M has a minor FT or F,* using Q. 
Thus Gallai’s theorem implies that ports of binary matroids are Mengerian 
if they have no Qfi or b(Q,) minor. We shall show that the reference to b(Q,) 
can be dropped (so that the condition is both necessary and sufficient). 
If Q(M) is a port of a binary matroid M, 8(M) is said to be a binar)~ clutter. 
There are several characterizations of such clutters: 
(3.2) [15, 281 If L is a clutter, the following are equivalent: 
(i) L is a binary clutter. 
(ii) For A E L and B E b(L), I A n B / is odd. 
(iii) For A E L and B E b(L), 1 A n B / # 2. 
(iv) L has no minor P4 or J, (s > 2). 
(v) For euery odd integer s > 0, if Al ,..., A, EL then A, n ... C A, 
includes a member of L. (A denotes symmetric difjrence, so X a Y = 
(X- Y)U(Y--X).) 
Let us call a clutter which is the collection of edge sets of the paths between 
two vertices U, L’ of an undirected graph (that is, a member of 9(FF)) a 
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path collection, and its blocker, the minimal (edge) cut sets separating u and L’, 
a cut collection. Path (and cut) collections are binary clutters, of course, but 
there are other interesting binary clutters which arise from graph theory 
(rather than matroid theory). For example: 
(3.3) Let G be a graph, and let L be the collectiorl of the minimal sets 
of edges of G such that each 1rerte.u of G is incident Kdth an odd number of edges 
in the set. Then L is a binaqv clutter. 
When G is cubic and bridgeless, L packs if and only if the graph is 3-edge- 
colorable. (Incidentally, it can be shown [27] that L always has the weak 
MFMC property.) 
(3.4) The collection of edge sets of the odd circuits of a graph is a binary 
clutter. 
It seems plausible that when the graph is planar, the blocker of this clutter 
packs. (This implies the four-color theorem, which is equivalent to the 
statement that for a loopless planar graph there are three disjoint sets of edges 
intersecting all odd circuits [33].) For planar graphs, this clutter (and hence 
its blocker) has the weak MFMC property (this is deducible from the result 
of [27] quoted above), but the clutter from KS does not. 
It is a pity that these two examples are not Mengerian except under severe 
restrictions on the graph; the result of this paper has no obvious bearing on 
the four-color theorem. 
(3.5) Let s, s’, t, t’ be vertices of a graph G, and let L be the collection 
of minimal sets of edges which join s to s’ or t to t’. Then L is a binary clutter. 
Hu [13] proved that this clutter has the weak MFMC property (the 
“two-commodity flow theorem”), though it need not pack: the clutter from 
Fig. 2 is Q6. Our main theorem implies that a clutter of the form of (3.5) is 
Mengerian if and only if the graph cannot be reduced to that of Fig, 2 
(possibly with s, s’ and t, t’ interchanged) by deleting and contracting some 
edges. In [8], Fulkerson said that it is unknown whether b(L) must be 
Mengerian or not, but in fact it need not be; the clutter from Fig. 3 is b(Q,). 
Again, b(L) is Mengerian if and only if the graph cannot be reduced by 
deletion and contraction to that of Fig. 3. Hu [34] found the first counter- 
example for Fulkersons’ problem. 
It will be convenient to work in terms of binary clutters rather than binary 
matroids, so we give here some translations of matroid results into binary 
clutter terms. If L is a binary clutter, and L _- Q(M) for some connected 
binary matroid M and element 0, we shall refer to the circuits of M which 
do not contain fi as the circuits of L. If {x, y> is a circiut of L, x and J’ are 
parallel, and the points of L are the equivalence classes of elements of E(G) 
under parallelness. (x\. is the point containing X. 
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(3.6) Zf L is a binary clutter, then: 
(i) All circuits of L have cardinality at least 2. 
(ii) Each B E b(L) h as even intersection with each circuit of L. 
(iii) Zf Z 2 E(L) and / Z n B / is (a) even (b) odd, for each B E b(L), 
then Z is a disjoint union of (a) circuits of L, (b) circuits of L together with 
one member of L. In particular, any symmetric d@erence of members and 
circuits of L is a disjoint union of circuits of L (together possibly with one 
member of L). 
(iv) I f  C is a circuit of L and C c E(L\Z) (where 2 C E(L)), then C is 
a circuit of L\Z. (A point to beware of: C n Z = @ does not imply that 
c c E(L\Z).) 
(v) If C is a circuit of L and C C E(L/Z), then C is a disjoint union of 
circuits of L/Z. 
(vi) I f  C is a circuit of L then C is a symmetric difSerence of two members 
of L. (We shall not need this result, in fact; it is included just to make the 
situation clearer.) 
If L is a clutter, A, E L, and there exist A, ,..., A, E L such that A, ,..., A, 
are pairwise disjoint, we say that A, is packable. We define mb(L) to be 
{BE b(L): j B / = r(L)), and we say that L is critical if E(mb(L)) = E(L). 
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L is critical if and only if T(L\{x)) < 7(L) f or each x E E(L). It is clear that if 
~(L\{x}) = T(L), and L does not pack, then L\(s] does not pack. If L is 
critical, and A, ,..., A, E L are pairwise disjoint, then A, u ... u A, = E(L); 
for if BEmb(L), BnA, f o for each i, and yet lBl = T, and so IIC 
A, u ... u A, . Hence one might expect that critical Mengerian clutters 
have more “structure” than general ones, and this turns out to be true, 
at least in the binary case. 
4. MENGERIAN BINARY CLUTTERS 
When a Mengerian binary clutter (MBC) is a path collection and is critical, 
it has several other attractive properties. Some of these properties hold for 
any critical MBC, as we shall now show. This section is relevant to the proof 
of our main theorem; (4.5) in particular will be crucial. However, we discuss 
critical path collections merely to illustrate the various definitions and results: 
and (4.7) and (4.8) are included for their own sakes. 
The properties which we shall generalize to all critical MBC’s do not hold 
in general for noncritical ones, so we shall deal almost exclusively with 
critical clutters, both in this section and the next. We shall be working by 
induction on the “size” of L, and our first problem is, given a critical binary 
clutter, how can one make a slightly smaller critical minor, to use an inductive 
hypothesis? In particular, when is L/(x} critical for an element x? 
If L is a critical binary clutter and x, y E E(L) have the property that every 
member of mb(L) containing x contains y, and yet y $ (x>, we write s + ~1. 
If )’ E E(L) and there is no .X E E(L) such that x --L y, we say that 4’ is initial. 
Now if y is initial, it is clear that E(L/{ y}) = E(L) - (1’ : and that L/{ ~1, 
is critical, with ~(Ll{y)) = T(L) (except when L/()9] = { Q’}). On the other 
hand, L/(y) can sometimes be critical even when y is not initial, for it may be 
that there exists x E E(L) such that x ---f y, but that no such x is contained in 
E(L/{y]-). For instance, in Fig. 4, L/(3} is critical, but 3 is not initial. This 
does not matter; it will emerge that the initial elements are a useful class 
to study. We can prove, for example, that every nontrivial critical MBC has 
an initial element, while Q6 has none. 
FIG. 4. Here T(L) is critical, 1, 2 ---f 3, and 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 --f 6. I, 2, 4, 5 are initial. 
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But before we go further, let us study the graphic case in more detail. 
Let L be a path collection; choose a graph G and two vertices U, u such that L 
is the collection of edge sets of the paths between u and c, and further, 
choose G so that E(L) = E(G). Suppose that L is critical; what does G look 
like? 
Choose T(L) edge-disjoint paths from u to P; each edge of G is used by 
just one of these paths. Direct each edge toward L’ in the path using it. 
It is easy to see that the resulting directed graph (?? is independent of the choice 
of the T(L) paths, and has the properties: 
(i) u has out-degree T(L) and in-degree zero (vice versa for P), and 
all other vertices have out-degree and in-degree equal. 
(ii) A minimal (edge) cutset separating u and v has cardinality T(L) 
if and only if it is a directed cut of G, that is, all its edges are directed the 
same way across it. 
(iii) G’ has no directed circuits. 
(iv) If A, E L, then A, is packable if and only if A, is a directed path 
from u to c in G’. 
We can also identify the initial elements, and interpret the e +frelation 
by using e. In fact, e ---f f and only if there is a directed path, using e and 
at least one other edge, from the tail to the head offin c. (Edges of directed 
graphs are directed from their tails to their heads.) This is quite easy to see, 
for if there is such a path, then any directed cut intersecting it must contain f, 
and so e ---f f by (ii) above, since e, f cannot be parallel. And conversely, 
if there is no such path then the directed graph obtained from G’ by contracting 
f has no directed circuit using e (if we assume that e, f are not parallel in G, 
which we may), and so e is contained in a directed cut of this graph, and 
hence in a directed cut of G’ which does not containf. All directed cuts of G 
separate u and D (by (i) above), and so, by (ii) above, e ft f. 
(4.1) Zf L is a critical path coZfection and B E b(L), then there exist 
B 1 ,**., B,qEmb(L)suchthatB=B,A..+AB,,wheres< IB/--7(L)+]. 
Proof. Choose G, U, u corresponding to L, with E(L) = E(G), and define 
G” as before. If X c V(G), let 2+(X), 2-(X) be the sets of edges of G with just one 
end in X, directed (respectively) out of and into X, and let Z(X) = 
2+(X) u 2-(X). We may express B as 2(Z) for some Z C V(G) with II E Z; 
in fact, the conclusion of the theorem holds with B replaced by any set 2(Z) 
with u E Z, even if 2(Z) $ b(L), and we shall prove this stronger statement by 
induction on / 2(Z)l. The result is true if 1 a(Z)1 = T(L), because then 
2(Z) E mb(L). G has no directed circuits, so we may define a strict partial 
ordering -=z on the vertices of G, such that .Y < y if x -7. .V and there is a 
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directed path in G’ from x to y. We may assume that / a(Z)/ > 7(L), so 
S(2) # a+(Z); choose x E Y(G) - Z, minimal (with respect to <) such that 
for some z E Z, (x, z) E a-(Z). 
Let W = (1~: MS = x}. Let W, = W n Z, and W, = W - Z. Certainly 
2(W) = S+(W), and so I a( W)l = T(L) and a( W)E r&(L); we claim that 
S(W,) E&(L) as well. For if IV E W, and (y, IV) E 8(W,) for some y E 
V(G) - W, , then y < 1~ and )I’ < X, so y < x contrary to the choice of x 
(y $ Z, because JJ E W and y $ WI). Thus a( WI) = a+( W,), and so a( W,) E 
mb(L). Now a( W,) =z a( W,) /J a(W), but a--( W,) c a(Z), and the edge (s, z) 
of a+( W,) is also in a(Z). 1 a-( W,)i = j a i( W,)(, because all vertices in W, 
have out-degree equal to in-degree; and so 2(Z) includes strictly more than 
half of ?( W,). Thus 
and by induction 
I W) A a(M/,)! ,< / a(Z)! - 2 
Z(Z) n a(W,) = a(Z n W,) = B, a ... n B,-, 
where B, ,..., B,-, E mb(L) and s < 1 a( - T(L) + 1; but 
ii(Z) = qz n W,) A 2(W) A q WI) 
and the result follows. 
(4.2) If L is a nontrivial criticalpath collection, and Z _C E(L) is maximal 
subject to ) Z IT B / < 1 for each B E mb(L), then Z E L and Z is packable 
(and so ( Z n B 1 = I for each B E mb(L)). 
Proof. If BE b(L), there exist Bl ,..., B, ~mb(L) such that B = 
Bl n ... ~B,ands~~B]-~(L)+ll,by(4.1).N~~~Bi~Z~,<1for 
each i, so 
IBnZlG IBI--r(L)+1 
and 1 B - Z j 3 T(L) - 1. Hence T(L\Z) = T(L)- 1, and moreover, by the 
maximality of Z, E(L\Z) = E(L) - Z, and L\Z is critical. Thus there 
exist AI’,..., A:-, E L, pairwise disjoint, with union E(L) - Z; but L packs 
and is critical, so there exist A, ,..., A, E L, pairwise disjoint, with union E(L). 
Then 
Z = Al A .*’ A A, D A,’ ~3 *.. A A:-~, 
and by (3.6) Z includes a member of L, which is packable because it is 
disjoint from Al’,..., A,-, . The conclusion follows. 
Now returning to the general case, let L be a critical MBC. There are 
several properties which L might possess: 
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(i) If B E b(L), there exist B, ,..., B, E &I(L) such that B = 
4 Q *..AB,,wheres<]BI--(L)+l. 
(ii) If Z c E(L) is such that for each pair X, y E Z there is a packable 
A E L with X, y E A, then there is a packable A E L with Z C A. 
(iii) If Z 2 E(L) is such that for each pair x, y E Z there exists B E mb(L) 
with x, y E B, then there exists B E A(L) with Z C B. 
(iv) If Z c E(L) and 1 B - Z 1 3 7(L) - 1 for each BE I&(L), then 
lB-Z\ > 7(L) - 1 for each B E b(L). 
(v) If Z C E(L) . IS maximal subject to I B r\ Z 1 < 1 for each BE mb(L), 
then / B n Z j = 1 for each B E m&L). 
Each of these properties holds when L is a path collection (or a cut 
collection). We have more or less proved all but (iii) for path collections; 
(iii) is also easy, using the observation that the members of &J(L) are just the 
directed cuts of G. Proving these results for cut collections is much simpler, 
but we omit the details. I conjecture that (i), (ii), (iv), (v) hold for any critical 
MBC ((i) implies the others, of course). (iii) does not hold for the critical 
MBC b(Q& although it may be shown that (iii) does hold for all critical ports 
of regular matroids (we omit the proof, which is a straightforward con- 
struction of a b(Q,J minor in any counterexample to (iii)). 
The bound for s in (i) is best possible as a function of 1 B j and 7(L) alone- 
for when T(L) = 2, one can show that 1 B / = 2 for each B E b(L); the U-I’ 
path collection of Fig. 5 deals with 7(L) = 3 (where B is the set of non- 
horizontal edges); and for T(L) > 3, just add new edges to the figure joining 
u and L’. 
(4.3) Zf L is CI critical MBC and X, y E E(L) and x -+ y then y -/-t x. 
Proof. Suppose that x -+ y and y -+ x. Replicate x and delete y, forming 
L’. 7(L’) = T(L) because y -+ x, and L’ is critical, because x --f y; also, 
E(L’) = (E(L) - (y}) u {x2>. L and L’ pack, because L is Mengerian. Thus 
there exist A, ,,.., A, o L, pairwise disjoint, with union E(L); and there exist 
FIGURE 5 
Al’,..., A,’ E L, pairwise disjoint except that A,’ n A,’ = {xl, with union 
E(L) - {y>. But then 
A, n ... n A, h A; a ... n A,’ = (x, y: 
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and so (x, y] is a circuit of L; thus y E (.I-:‘. But this contradicts x - ,I’, 
and completes the proof. 
This contrasts with Q6 , which does have pairs X, y with x --j y and y + X; 
the reader should verify this. 
(4.4) If L is a critical MBC and I - ~1, then there is a circuit C of L. 
such that 
(i) s, y E C, 
(ii) 1 C 1 >- 3, 
(iii) if= E C - {y], then = + J’, 
(iv) ifB~b(L) then 1 B - (C - {JV])/ 3 -r(L) - 1. 
Proof. Replicate y and delete .Y, forming L’. x --f y in L, so 7(L’) = T(L). 
x E E(&(L)), so y, y” E E(mb(L’)). L’ packs, because L is Mengerian, so 
there exist A, ,..., A, E L, pairwise disjoint except that Al n AS = (y), and 
x$A, u . ..uA.. Let C be E(L)-((A,A...AA,); then s,y~C. If 
B E b(L), then 
I B - (C - {y:)l 3 G) - 1 
because B n Aj # D for each i. Now L packs and is critical, so there exist 
Al’,..., ,4,’ E L, pairwise disjoint, and with union E(L). Thus 
C = A, A ... i/; A, a Al’ /j ... a A,’ 
and so C is a disjoint union of circuits of L, by (3.6). Choose a circuit C’ of L 
WithyeC’andC’CC. ForeachzEC-{y),ifzsBEmb(L)thenyEB, 
because B n Ai + G for each i; so either z + y or z E (~1‘. Moreover, 
1 B n C’ j is even, so z E C’ and C’ = C. Thus C is a circuit of L; x ---) y, 
so / C j f 2; and for each z E C - {y], z - y, which completes the proof. 
(4.5) If L is a critical MBC and x E E(L) is not initial, then there is a 
circuit C of L, such that 
(i) x E C, 
(ii) all other members of C are initial, 
(iii) ify E C - {x) then y 4 x, 
(iv) I C I 2 3, 
(v) ifBEmb(L) then 1 B n (C - {x})/ < 1. 
Proof: From (4.4), there is a circuit of L satisfying (i), (iii), (iv), and (v). 
Choose such a circuit C with ( C [ maximum. We claim that all members of 
C - {x] are initial. For suppose that y E C - (x} and y is not initial. By (4.4), 
there is a circuit C’ of L such that y f C’, / C’ 1 >, 3, if z E C’ - {y} then 
z 3 ,I’, and if B E mb(L) then I B n C’ - { y}l < 1. .Y + y by (4.3), so x $ C’. 
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We claim that C n C’ = {y]; for suppose that z E C n C’ - {y]. Choose 
BE&(L) with 2 E: B. Z-J’, so DEB, but then I Bn(C-{y})i 3 2 
contrary to the choice of C. Thus C n C’ = { JJ). Now C a C’ is a disjoint 
union of circuits of L; choose a circuit C” C C n C’ with x E C”. For each 
BE&(L), IBn(CAC’-{.r))[ < I; for if Bn(C'--{yj) + :z, then 
yECandBn(C-{x,y])== ~.ButforeachB~mb(L),/BnCIiseven; 
it follows that C” = C fi C’ (for if z E C A C’ - C”, choose BE mb(L) 
with z E B). Then 
I C” I = 1 c I + I C’ I - 2 > I c 1 
contrary to the choice of C, as required. 
It follows from (4.5) that the initial elements of a critical MBC are spanning 
(in the corresponding matroid). 
(4.6) Zf L is a nontrhial critical MBC, then there exists A E L such that 
each member of A is initial. 
Proof. Suppose not; then there exists BE b(L) containing no initial 
elements. B -tt G! because L is nontrivial; choose x E B. x is not initial, so by 
(4.5) there is a circuit C, containing x, with all its other members initial. But 
then / B n C I = 1, which is impossible. 
One can in fact prove a slightly stronger result. 
(4.7) Zf L is a nontricial critical MBC, then there exists A E L, containing 
only initial elements, such that 1 A n B 1 = I for each B E mb(L). 
Proof. There exists A E L such that 1 A n B j = 1 for each BE mb(L) 
(for instance, this is true if A is packable). Choose such an A with j A j 
maximum. The proof is then completed in the same way as (4.5); we omit 
the details, because we shall not need the result. I cannot prove the existence 
of a packable member of L which only contains initial elements, although 
I conjecture that it always exists. 
(4.8) Zf L is a critical MBC, and Z C E(L) is such that I Z n A I has 
constant parity for each A EL, then there exist B, ,..., B, E mb(L) such that 
Z=B,A 0.. A B,Y (for some integer s; 1 cannot prove the bound of (4.1) 
for the odd parity case). 
Proof. We proceed by induction on / E(L)), keeping T(L) fixed. If 
1 E(L)\ = T(L), then E(L) E b(L), and L = {ix}: x E E(L)}, so 2 = c or 
E(L), and the result is true. If 1 E(L)\ > T(L), choose some x E E(L) which is 
initial. If x E Z, choose B E mb(L) with x E B and put Z’ = Z h B; otherwise, 
put Z’ = Z. Put L’ = L/(x). <x) # E(L), because ( E(L)( f T(L), so 
L’ f ( a}; thus T(L’) = T(L), and L’ is critical, and Z’ C_ E(L’). By induction 
there exist B, ,..., B, f mh(L’) C mb(L) (for some s) such that Z’ : 
BI A ..* A B, , but Z = Z’ or Z’ G B, and the result follows. 
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This may be strengthened a little; if 1 2 n A / is even for each A E L, then 
Z z B, ‘J . . . A B,$ for some B, ,..., B, E W&(L), where s ,< ; Z 1, and this 
bound on s is best possible. The proof is rather more complicated and 
we shall not include it. 
Again, the conclusion of (4.X) does not hold for Q6 ; indeed, a corollary 
of (4.8) is that for any critical MBC L, all members of b(L) have the same 
parity (though there is a much shorter proof): while b(Q,) has members 
with cardinalities 2 and 3. 
5. NON-MENGERIAN BINARY CLUTTERS 
(5.1) If L is a binary clutter, and there exist Z _C E(L) and A E L such that 
(i) I 2 I 1 6; and 2 == {x, , yl , x2 , y, , .x3 , y$; 
(ii) for 1 ,( i < j Cc 3, {-Yj , yf , Xj , yjJ is a circuit of L; 
(iii) Z includes no other circuits of L; 
(iv) ,for i = 1, 2, 3, A contains one but not both qf xi , yi ; 
(v) fA’ELandA’CAuZthenA’-Z== A-Z; 
then L has a QC minor. 
Proof: Delete E(L) - (A u Z) and contract A - 2; the result is clearly 
Q 6’ 
If L is a binary clutter, Jet n(L) be the number of distinct points of L. Then 
n(L) y= &. 1, and ( E(L)1 = CP j P I; let m(L) be zP / P 12, the sum in each 
case taken over all distinct points P. 
THEOREM. A binary clutter is Mengerian if and only ifit has no Q, minor. 
Proof. By (2.3). no clutter with a Q, minor is Mengerian. 
The converse seems to be very much harder. (I think this is astonishing, 
in view of the neatness of the result-J hope someone else can do better.) 
For a contradiction, we suppose that the theorem is false; then we can choose 
a binary clutter L satisfying conditions (5.2),..., (5.8) following. 
(5.2) L has no Q6 minor, and is not Mengerian. 
(5.3) Subject to (5.2), L has n(L) minimum. 
(5.4) L does not pack. 
For if L satisfies (5.2) and (5.3), then L, does not pack for some map 
w: E(L) + Z+, and L,, also satisfies (5.2) and (5.3), because replication will 
not introduce a new Q6 minor. (This fact will be used repeatedly without 
further comment.) 
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(5.5) Subject to (5.2), (5.3), (5.4), L has T(L) minimum. 
Let 7(L) = 7. Clearly 7 > 2. 
(5.6) L is criticul. 
For if L satisfies (5.2) ,..., (5.5) and is not critical, choose x E E(L) - 
E(mb(L)); then L\(x) also satisfies (5.2),..., (5.5) and has fewer elements. 
Continue this process until we obtain a clutter satisfying (5.2),..., (5.6). 
(5.7) Subject to (5.2) ,..., (5.6), L has / E(L)\ maximum. 
This is possible, because / E(L)] is bounded above by VZ(L). 
(5.8) Subject to (5.2) ,..., (5.7), L has m(L) maximum. 
This is possible, because m(L) is bounded above by Tag. 
(5.9) For each x E E(L) fhere exists BE b(L) with x + B and with 
jB1-7-lmod2. 
For ~(L\(sj) = T - I, because L is critical, so by (5.5), L\(x) packs, 
and there exist 
A 1 ,..., A,-, E L\(x) C L 
pairwise disjoint and not containing x. L does not pack, so A, u ..’ u A,-, 
intersects all members of L and hence includes some B E b(L). 1 B n Ai j 
is odd for each i; thus ( B 1 == T - 1 mod 2, as required. 
(5.10) No x E E(L) is initial. 
For suppose that x is initial. Certainly E(L) # (x); and for each y f 
E(L) - <x\ there exists B E mb(L) with y E B and x +$ B. Thus 
E(LI{xN = E(L) - !x> 
and T(L/(x}) = T, and L/(x} is critical. By (5.3), L/(x} packs, and so there 
exist A, ,..., A,ELsuchthatAinAjC(x)forI ,(i<j<T,and 
E(L) - (xi C A, u ... u A,. 
Hence if B E b(L) and x $ B, then / B ( = r mod 2, because B n ,:x,, = c , 
and ) B n Ai ] is odd for each i. This is contrary to (5.9). 
Let Z be {z E E(L): for each x E E(L), if x --f z, then z --, x). 
(5.11) For each x E E(L) - Z there exists z E Z such that z --t x. 
For if x E E(L) - Z, by (5.10) there exists z E E(L) such that z --) s; choose 
such a z with {B E mb(L): z E Bj minimal. We claim that z E Z. For suppose 
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that y-+2; we must show that z --f y. Certainly this is true if y f (x>, 
because ; --j X, so we may assume that y # (s). Then y -+ X, because y + z 
and z + X, and {B E A(L): y E B} is included in (B E mb(L): z E Bj, because 
y - z. By the choice of z these two sets are equal, and so 2 --, y, as required. 
(5.12) Ij-~EZandy-,~thenyEZ. 
For suppose that x ---f .r; we must show that y ---f X. Certainly this is true 
if s E (2’7, because y -+ I, and so we may assume that x $ (z>. Then x + z, 
because x --j y and y 4 z; so z -+ x, because z E Z. But y + z, and x $ (p:; 
(because x + y), so y + s, as required. 
(5.13) fly), z E Z and y + z (and hence z + y), there exist A, ,. . ., A r E L 
such that 
A, n ... a A, = E(L) - {J: 2:. 
For we may assume without loss of generality that I(y) j 2 i(;>/. Replicate 
y and delete z, forming L’. r(L’) = 7 and L’ is critical, and 
E(L’) = cw - {ZD ” { Y21; 
for if B E mb(L) and z $ B then y $ B and BE mb(L’); and if B E mb(L) and 
z E B then y E B and (B - {z}) u {y”> E mb(L’). 1 E(L’)J = ) E(L)/, n(L’) ,< 
n(L), and moreover 
m(L’) = m(L) + 2(l(yll - i(x + 2 > m(L); 
thus L’ packs by (5.8), and there exist AI’,..., A,’ EL’, pairwise disjoint. 
A,’ u ... u A,’ = E(L), because L’ is critical, and (relabeling) we may 
assume that y2 E AI’, and y E A,‘. Put AI = (A,’ - (y2}) u {y} and Ai = Ai’ 
(i = 2,..., T); then A, ,..., A, E L and 
A, n ... a A = E(L) - {Y, 4, 
as required. 
(5.14) IfzEZandy,-+zandy,-+z, theny,e(y2). 
For by (5.13) there exist A, ,..., A, EL such that 
A, n ‘.. A A, = WI - {Y, , 4, 
and there exist A,,, ,..., A,, E L such that 
A a... Tfl G A,, = E(L) - (~2 > 4. 
A,, is a disjoint union of circuits, by (3.5), but A, n ... .ri A,, = 
sI # yz) and the result follows. 
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Moreover, if I” E Z then (z} C Z; so by (5.14) we may partition Z into sets 
Z 1 ,..., Z, , where each Zi is the union of two points, in such a way that if 
-~Z~theny+zifandonlyify~Z,--<z‘,. I 
(5.15) If i f j, and Zi = l:xi‘. u ( yi 2 and Zj = ;xj ,J u ( yj , therz 
{Xi , Jli , .Y,j , yj) is a circuit. 
For xi ---f ~1, , so by (5.13) there exist AI ,..., A, E L such that 
A 1 A . . . A A, z E(L) - {Xi 3 ~2,); 
and similarly for .Yj , yj . It follows from (3.5) that 
(E(L) - ixi 2 Vi}) A (E(L) - ixj 3 Yj 1) = fx* 3 Yi > .rj 9 Ui> 
is a disjoint union of circuits; but no pair of members of this set are parallel, 
and all circuits have at least two elements, so {xi , yi , X, , ,;) is a circuit, 
as required. 
(At this stage one might imagine that with so many 4-circuits located, 
it must be easy to produce a Qs minor; for one exists if Z includes a member 
of L, or even if some member of L intersects Z suitably, by (5.1). But I can 
see no easy way to show that L has such a member. The method we shall use 
is roughly as follows: we show that L/Z, is critical and Mengerian, and its 
initial elements are all contained in Z except for a few which are subject to 
heavy structural restrictions. But the set of initial elements of L/Z, includes 
a member of L/Z, , by (4.6); this gives a member of L which we can combine 
with our 4-circuits to produce a QG .) 
(5.16) / A ) >, 3for each AEL. 
For if A E L, T(L\A) < 7 - 1, so by (5.5) L\A packs; but it does not have 
T - 1 pairwise disjoint members, because L does not pack, and so 7(L\A) < 
T - 2. Thus ! B - A j < T - 2 for some BE b(L), and so i A n B ! 3 2; 
but / A n B 1 is odd, so ( A / > I A n B I :s 3. 
(5.17) p 3 4. 
For suppose that p < 3. Let zI ,..., z, be members of Z, ,..., Z, , respec- 
tively. For each x E E(L) - Z there exists z E Z such that z -+ x, by (5.1 l), 
and so zi + x for some i (the i such that z E Zi). On the other hand, if 
x E E(L) - Z and zi + x then x E B for each B E mb(L) containing zi , 
and each such B also includes Zi ; it follows that 
~(xEE(L)-z:zj4x}l <T-lZzi;. 
Summing over i, we find 
/ E(L) - Z / < pr - 1 Z 1, 
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that is, / E(L)1 ,< ~7. Now p # 0, by (5.1 l), and we may choose x’r , y1 such 
that Z, = (x1) u (vl>,, with [(xl)/ > \(y,)l. As in the proof of (5.13), 
there exist A, ,..., A, E L, pairwise disjoint except that AI n A, = {x,}, and 
A, u ... u A, = E(L) - {yl}. 
Thus ! A, 1 f ... f j A, j = j E(L)1 < pi < 37, and so by (5.16) we have 
equality throughout; j A, j = ... = j A, 1 = 3, / E(L)[ = 37, p = 3, and the 
three sets (x E E(L) - Z: zi -+ x} are pairwise disjoint, and have cardinality 
T - 1 Zi 1 (i = 1, 2, 3), respectively. Choose Bj E n&(L) with 2; E Bi (i = 
1, 2, 3). B, , B, , B3 are pairwise disjoint, and B, u B, u B, = E(L). Now 
Z # E(L); for if Z = E(L), L has only six points, and may be obtained 
from Qs by replication, which is impossible. Choose x E E(L) - Z. .Y is 
contained in one of Bl, B, , B, , and we assume that .Y E B1 without loss of 
generality. Define +yl , y1 , Al ,..., A, as before. j B, n Ai 1 = 1 for each i, 
and so x $ A, , A, ; .Y E A, say. Replicate x and delete y1 , forming L’. y1 + X, 
so $L’) = T; moreover, (B, - { JJ~}) u {x2}, B, , B, E b(L’), so L’ is critical. 
We claim that T(L’\A,) = T - 1. For suppose that 1 B’ - A, / < T - 2 for 
some B’ E b(L’). ) B’ 1 > 7, and j B’ A A, 1 is odd, so A, C B’; hence x, .x2 E B’. 
Choose B E b(L) such that B’ = (B - { yr}) u {x2} (we do not assume that 
y1 E B). B n Aj f G (1 < i < T), and so / B - (A3 u {,i])l > r - 2; thus 
[B’-AABj = ((BU{x”))-(A,u{y,j)‘>~--1, 
a contradiction, which shows that T(L’\A,) = 7 - 1. By (5.5), L’\A, packs, 
and hence so does L’; thus there exists Al’,..., A,’ E L, pairwise disjoint 
except that x E A,’ n A2’, and with 
A,’ u ... u A,’ = E(L) - { yl}. 
so 
AI A ... n A, /T- A,’ n ... n A,’ = {x1, x; 
and x E (x,) C Z, which contradicts our choice of x, as required. 
Put Ui = (x E E(L) - Z: {z E Z: z + x} = Zi} (i = l,..., p). Then Z, 
u 1 ,..., U, are pairwise disjoint, and each is a disjoint union of points. Put 
Li = L/Zj (i = I ,..., p). We shall need to investigate Lj in detail. 
(5.18) For each i, E(L,) = E(L) - Zi , and T(LJ = T. Li is a critical 
MBC, and Z u Ui contains all its initial elements. 
We take i = 1 for definiteness. Certainly T(LJ > 7, because b(L,) C b(L). 
If 5 E E(L) - Z, , then by (5.12) x + x1 (where x1 E Z,) so there exists 
BE ntb(L) with .Y E B and x1 4 B. But then B n Z, # o, and BE mb(L,). 
Thus E(L,) = E(L) - Z, , 7(L,) = T, and L, is critical. By (5.3), L, is 
Mengerian, because n(L,) < n(L) - 2. It remains to deal with the initial 
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elements. Suppose, for a contradiction, that x E E(L) - (Z u Vi) is initial 
in L1 . By definition of U, and (5.1 l), there exists a member of Z - Zt , 
x2 E Z, say, such that x2 -+ x. xz E E(Lr), but x is initial in L1 , so x, x, are 
parallel in L1 . x, xa are not parallel in L, so there is a circuit C of L with 
x, x,~C~Z~u{x,x~}, and CnZ, # a?. Now x+x2, by (5.12), so 
there exists BE mb(L) with x E B and x3 $ B. But / B n C 1 is even, so 
BnZ, # 0; thus Z,cB, and hence lCnZ,/ = 1, and CnZ, =(x1) 
say. Replicate x1 and x2 and delete x, forming L’. We claim that 7(L’) = T, 
and L’ is critical. For certainly, if B E b(L) and x E B then one of x1 , x2 is 
contained in B, so T(L’) > T; and if BE mb(L), then either BE mb(L’), 
(B - Cx>) u b~2~ E mb(L’), or (B - {x}) u (xz2} E mb(L’), depending on 
whether B n C = ia, {x, x,}, or {x, xp}. (B n C # {x1, xz} because x2 --f x.) 
So T(L’) = 7, and 
-qL’) = (Jw) - cd) u {X12, x2”> 
and L is critical; but n(L’) < n(L), and 
I E(L’)I = I mJ + 1 
so by (5.7), L’ packs. Thus there exist A, ,..., A, E L such that 
A, n ... A A, = E(L) - C; 
but then Al n ..* A A, A C = E(L), which contradicts (5.9), as required. 
Let Vi* be the set of initial elements of Li contained in Ui (i = l,...,p). 
(5.19) For each i, Z u Ui* intersects each member of b(L). 
For by (4.6) and (5.18) Z u U,* intersects each member of b(L,), and 
Zi C Z intersects every other member of b(L). 
If x, y are such that for some distinct i,j (1 < i, j < p) we have x E Ui* and 
Y E uj*, and there does not exist B E mb(L) such that x E: B, y 4 B, and 
BnZi= m, wewritex*y.Ifx=yandy=>x,wewritexwy. 
(5.20) Suppose that ui E Uii*, ui E Uj*, and ui * uj , and xi E Zi . 
Form L’ by deleting ui and replicating xi and uj (with new elements xi2, Uj”). 
Then T(c) = T ,  and 
({x:, ~j"} U E(L)) - (Zj U {Ui}) c E(mb(L’)). 
For if B E mb(L) and Ui E B, then either xi E B or uj E B, because ui G- uj ; 
thus T(L’) > 7. On the other hand Ui ft xi, so there exists B E mb(L) with 
Ui E B and xi $ B; then uj E B, since Ui 5 uj , and 
(B - {u,}) u {ui”} E b(L’) 
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and T(L’) = T. Now suppose that 
x E E(L) - (Zj u {ui}); 
we must show that x E E(mb(L’)). (We may ignore xi2, Z/j2 because they are 
parallel to xi and uj .) We may assume that x $ B above, and so x $ (uj>. 
There are two possibilities: 
(i) Br\Zj# O. x#B, so x$Uj. Thus there exists ZEZ-Z~ 
suchthatz=xorz-x;z~Uj,becauseujEUi,soX~Uj. 
(ii) B n Zj = a. Then B E mb(Lj), but x 6 B and uj E B, so s and uj 
are not parallel in Lj . uj is initial in Lj , so I ft uj in L. 
In either case x ft uj in L, and so there exists Bl E m&L) such that x E Bl 
and uj 4 B, . Bl contains neither or both of xi, ui , because xi --f ui and 
ui * uj ; so either B E mb(L’) or 
(B - (#ii}) u {Uj”) E mb(L’), 
and in either case x E E(mb(L’)), as required. 
(5.21) With xi, pi, Uj , L’ US in (5.20), 
E(L’) = (E(L) - {Ui}) u {Xi2, uj”). 
For by (5.20) 
({Xi’, Ut} U E(L)) - (Zj U {Ui}) C E(WZb(L’)) C E(L’); 
it remains to show that Zj C E(L’). Choose z E Zj . Now xi + ui ; choose 
B E mb(L) with xi E B. Then ui E B, and B n ((ui , z}) $ b(L), so {ui , z} is not 
a symmetric difference of members of b(L). z ft Ui , because ui E Ui and z $ Zi, 
so there exists B’ E mb(L) with z E B’ and Ui $ B’. Then 
(B’ - (~1) U {Ui> = B’ A {ui 3 ~16 b(L), 
so (B’ - {z}) u {Ui} includes no member of b(L). Thus B’ includes a member 
of b(L\{u,)) which contains z, and so z E E(L), as required. 
(5.22) With Xi , ui , uj , L’ as in (5.20), L’ is not critical. 
For suppose that L’ is critical. n(L’) < n(L), and / E(L’)j = 1 E(L)/ + 1, 
so by (5.7), etc., L’ packs, and there exist A, ,..., A, E L such that, by (5.21), 
Al A -.- a A, = E(L) - {Xi 3 Ui 7 US}. 
Choose yi E Zi - <xi); from (5.13) there exist A,,, ,..., A27 E L such that 
A, n ... A AS = {Vi 9 ui 2 t/j>, 
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and by (3.6) this is a circuit. Now ui E Ui , so if z E Zj then z ++ ui , and hence 
there exists B E mb(L) such that z E B and zli $ B. uj E B, because z -+ uj ; 
and ] B n (.vi , ui ) uj}i is even, so yi G B. This is impossible, because yi --f ui . 
(5.23) If uj E ui*, uj E Uj”, and ui ;i uj , then for each BE mb(L), if 
ui E B and B n Zi = C! then B n Zj = r? . 
This follows from (5.20) and (5.22). 
(5.24) If ui E Uix, uj E U,* and ui - uj, then there exists Xi E Zi and 
Xj E Zj such that (xi , ui , xj , Uj} is a circuit. 
For (exchanging i and j if necessary) we may choose xi E Zi such that for 
each zj E Zj , 
I( - l<Ui>l z I<Zjil - l<Uj>I. 
By (5.20) and (5.22), there exists yj E Z, such that deleting ui and yj and 
replicating xi and uj gives a clutter L” with T(L”) = T. We claim that 
E(L”) = (E(L) - (z4i ) yj)) u {xi*, ui”> 
and that L” is critical. By (5.20), it suffices to show that 
Zj - { yj} C E(mb(L”)). 
But yj ++ ui (since lli E U,), so there exists B E mb(L) with yi E B and ui 6 B; 
Zi n B = G, because ui E Vi ; and uj E B, because yj -+ Uj ; also, Zj c B. 
Then 
Zj - { yj} C (B - { yj>) u {uj”} E mb(L”) 
as required. Now n(L”) < n(L), 7(L”) = T, / E(L”)j = 1 E(L)I, and m(L") > 
m(L), by choice of xi ; so by (5.8), etc., L” packs, and there exist A, ,..., A, E L 
with 
AI A . ..GA.=E(L)-{xi,ui,yj,uj>. 
Choose xj E Zj - (yj); then by (5.13) there exist A,+1 ,..., A,, E L such 
that 
A, n ... A A,, = {Xi 9 Ui 2 -Yj 3 uj}. 
No pair of members of this set are parallel, so by (3.6) it is a circuit, as 
required. 
(5.25) Ifi#j,andui~Ui*,uj~U~*,~i~Zi,xj~Zj,and{x,,ui,~j,uj} 
is a circuit, then ui - t+ . 
For if Bemb(L) and uieB and BnZi = D, then Bn{xi,uj} # ~7, 
because / B n {xi, ui , Xj , Uj}l is even; thus uj E B, because xj + uj , and so 
Z/i * Uj . Similarly Uj * Uj . 
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(5.26) If i, j, k me distinct and ui E Ui*, uj E Uj*, uI; E Ulk*, and ui - uj 
and uj - uk , then ui - uli . 
This follows from (5.24), (5.25), and (5.15). 
(5.27) If ZJ~ E I/;* and uj , u,' E Uj* and u,' 3 ui 2 uj , the/l ui’ - 
Ui - Uj . 
We claim that if BE mb(L) and uj’ E B then uj E B. Certainly this is true 
when B n Zi f i?, so we may assume that B n Zj = ci. Then ui E B, 
because uj’ =i ui ; and by (5.23), B n Zi = 17. But ui =-)- II, , so II, E B as 
stated. Thus either Uj E ‘luj’) or tij’ + Uj . But L(j is initial in L,i , SO 11, , l/j’ are 
equal or parallel in Lj . Thus if B E mb(L) and uj E B and B n Z, 7: 2, 
then u,’ E B, and so ui E B because uir 3 ui . Hence Uj :> Lli , and so II, - II, . 
Moreover, if B E mb(L) and ui E B and B n Zi = S, then uj E B because 
II, z- Ltj , and B IT Zj = c; by (5.23); so BE b(L,), and ui’ E B because uj , 
l/j’ are equal or parallel in Lj . Thus ui =- u,‘, and u, - Llj’, as required. 
(5.28) If i + j, and ui E Uj*, and there exists B E b(L) with 11, E B and 
B n Z = o , then there exists uj E B n lJi* such that II, G- u, . 
For ui is not initial in Lj , by (5.18), and so by (4.5) there is a circuit C 
of Lj such that ui E C and C - (uJ _C Z U lJj*, and such that if B’ E mb(Lj) 
thenIB’n(C-{(uJ)l ,(l.BnZj= @,soBEb(L,)and/BnC!iseven. 
But ui E B n C, so there exists u, E B n C n Uj*. Then ui =- ui : for if 
B’ E mb(L) and uj E B’ and B’ n Zj = .G, then ui E B’, because I B’ n 
(C - {uJ)i ,< 1 by choice of C and yet / B n C 1 is even. 
(5.29) rf ui E Ui*, Zlj E Uj”, and ui 3 uj , and there exists BE b(L) 
u.ithuiEBandBnZ= n,thenui-uj. 
For by (5.28) there exists Zlj’ E Uj such that Uj’ =:- 14~ ; and then ui - uj by 
(5.27). 
Choose V, C Ul* minimal such that B n (VI u Z) f G for each B E b(L); 
this is possible by (5.19). Let V, = {uI1 ,..., ult} (it is possible that t = 0). 
Now for j = I,..., t there exists B E b(L) such that 
by the minimality of P’, , and so for i = 2,..., p there exists some element l’ij 
(say) of Ui* such that rij * Ulj and L!fj E B, by (5.28); then by (5.29), Vlj - L‘ij . 
NOW by (5.26), for i + i’, Cij N Z’i’j , and by (5.24) there exist xi E Zi and 
xi’ E Zi, such that {xi , ziij , xi, , L.,,~) is a circuit. Hence for any BE b(L), 
if B n Z = D then I’ij E B if and only if I*i’j E B, and SO vi1 ,..., [‘if are all 
distinct, because 1’11 ,..., pit are distinct. Let Vi be (~1~~ ,..., Use]- (i = 2 ,..., p). 
Vi u Z intersects every member of b(L), and V, C Ui* is minimal with this 
property; so Vz ,..., P’, have the same defining properties as V, . 
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For i = 1 ,...,p, choose xi , yi E Zi such that Zi = (Xi) U (yi). Let I 
be a maximal subset of {l,...,p) such that u ({Xi , yi}: i E I) includes only 
circuits of the form {xi , yi , xj , yj}. Reorder Z, ,..., Z, so that I = (l,..., s} 
for some s < p. Let Z* be (x1, y, ,..., x, , yJ. Now if s + 1 < k < p, 
there is a circuit C included in Z* u {xk , yk), not of the form {xi , yi , xi , yj}. 
C A {x1 , y1 , xk , yk} will include another such “bad” circuit, and neither 
this nor C is a subset of Z*; so 1 C n {x, , y,J = 1, and we may choose C 
such that xk E C. Moreover, by taking suitable symmetric differences with 
the circuits included in Z*, we may choose C such that 
Xk E c c { y1> u {Xl ) x2 )...) x,} u (x3. 
C is then unique. 
(5.30) s 3 3. 
Certainly s > 2, because (x1, yr , xs , yz} is a circuit. Suppose that s = 2. 
By (5.17) p >, 4, and for each z E {x3, y, , x, , y4}, there is a circuit C 
with 
= E c r (2, Xl , Yl , x2). 
x, E C, because of (5.15), and not both x1 , y1 E C (because otherwise ( yz , z> 
is a circuit, by (5.15) again). j C 1 > 3, and so for each of the four choices 
for z, (2, x1 , x2> or {z, y1 , x,} is a circuit. But this is impossible, because 
no pair of x3, y, , x4, y4 are parallel. 
LetSbeZ* u VI u ..* u V, . We have found circuits of two types included 
in S: for 1 < i < j < s, {xi , yi , xj , yj} is a circuit of type (i), and for 
1 < i <j < s and 1 < k < t, either (xi , viii , xj, vjk} or {xi , vik , vi, L!jk) is 
a circuit of type (ii). 
(5.31) Each circuit included in S is expressible as a symmetric dzerence 
qf circuits of types (i) and (ii). For fixed i with 1 < i < s, the parity of 
is independent of A, for A E L and A C S. 
The second assertion follows from the first, for if the intersections of A, 
A’ with {xi , yi} u Vi have different parities, then there is a circuit included 
in A n A’ which has odd intersection with (Xi , yi> u Vi and which is therefore 
not expressible in the required way. So suppose that there is a circuit C C S 
not expressible as a symmetric difference of circuits of type (i) and (ii). For 
k = I,..., t there exists B E b(L) with 
B n (2 u V,) = (v,,) 
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and hence with B n S = (vlk ,..., v&. 1 B n C / is even, so C contains an 
even number of tlIK ,..., vsk . It follows that we may choose C C 2” by taking 
suitable symmetric differences with the circuits of type (ii); this contradicts 
the definition of Z*. 
We recall that Li = L/Z (i = I,..., p). 
(5.32) For i = l,..., s, the circuits of Li included in S are expressible 
as symmetric dflerences of the circuits 
lxj Y Yjl (1 <j < s, j # i), 
(Xj 3 Vjm > uxk t Vkvtl (1 <,j<k<s,i#j#k#i,l <m<t), 
and 
{Xj 3 L’jm 3 vimll (1 ,<j<s,j#i, 1 <m <t). 
This follows from (5.31), when we observe that each of the above is a 
circuit. 
. 
Now for each z E 2 - Z*, there is a circuit C such that 
z E c 6 z* u {z}. 
So if BEb(L) and BnZf 0, then BnZ* # .ti, because ]BnCl is 
even for each such C. Thus for i = 1 ,..., s, Z* U Vi intersects every member 
of b(L), and so includes a member of L. Choose Ai f L with Ai C Z* u Vi , 
such that the number of distinct j with 1 ,( j -< .Y and Ai n Zj # D is 
minimum. 
(5.33) For i = I ,.,., s, Vi CAi . 
For if 1 < j < t, there exists BE b(L) such that B n Z = @ and 
B n Vi = {Uij}; but Ai n B # D, so ~~~~ E Ai . 
(5.34) For 1 < i, j < s, either xj $ Ai or yj $ Ai . 
For suppose that Xj , yj E Ai . By (5.15) and the minimality property of Ai , 
Ai n (q, yk> = m fork = l,..., s (except k = j), and SO Ai = Vi u {Xj , yj>. 
By (5.30) there exists k with 1 < k ,< s and k # i. We claim that xk -+ xi ; 
for if B E mb(L) and xk E B, then / B n Vi j is odd, because j B n Ai 1 is odd; 
hence B n Vi # D, and so by (5.23) B n Zi # o and xi E B. But this is 
impossible. 
(5.35) / Ai - Vi / < 2, for i = l,..., s. 
For suppose that A< n {xj , yj} # o for j = 1, 2, 3, say. Let X be 
tx, 5 ~1, ~2 , yz , x3 > ~3). A n Y  member of L included in X u Ai includes Vi , 
by the argument of (5.33); and includes (Ai - X) n Z, by (5.34) and the 
minimality property of Ai . Thus by (5.14), (5.15) and (5.1) L has a Q, minor, 
a contradiction. 
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Reorder Z, ,..., Z, such that for 1 < i < r, 1 A n (Vi u {xi, yi})i is odd 
for some (and hence, by (5.31), for all) A E L with A _C S, and is even for 
r+l .<i<s. 
(5.36) I’ 2 2. 
For if r < 1, then, by (5.34), A, C I’, u {x1 , J;}. x2 + x1 , so there exists 
B E mb(L) with x2 E B and x1 $ B. Then Z, n B = c, and so, by (5.23), 
B n U,* = a. But this is impossible, because B n A, #- ii. 
Now s > 3 by (5.30) and, by (5.35), A, C V3 u {x1, yr ? x2, ~9~1, and A, 
contains just one of x1 , y1 and one of x.) , yz (since r 3 2). Without loss of 
generality, we take A3 = V, u {x, , x2:. 
(5.37) t = 1. 
For by (5.35) and (5.16), t > 1: suppose that t > 2. By (5.32) A3 - {II: 
includes no circuit of L, = L/Z,, so V, u {A-,] E L, . Now each of 
1x2 2 1’ 21 2 x3 3 L'31s, i-7 2 , L’~~ , xs , z~~.J, {car , r& , z’31 , t.& is a circuit of L, and 
there are no other circuits within these six elements, by (5.32); also, if A E L, 
and 
A c (x2 ) 2’21 ) c22 9 x3 > 1'31, L.32: u A3 
then V, - {z’ 31 , r32} C A; so by (5.1), L, has a Q6 minor, which is impossible. 
Put z’i = L’ji (i = I)...) p). 
(5.38) s = 3. 
For I A, ( 2 3, so A, = {xi, x2, u3}. Thus r = 3. If s >/ 4, then 
1 A, n Zi 1 = 1 (i = 1, 2, 3) because r = 3, contrary to (5.35). 
(5.39) Finale. 
Now we know that for some z2 e {x2, y2>, {rl , z2 , x3} E L, and for some 
z3 E {x, , y3:, {ri , x2 , z3} E L. s = 3, butp 3 4 by (5.17), so there is a circuit C 
with x,~Cand CC{y1,x1,xz,x3, x4}. By (5.15), C contains at least one 
of x, ) .X3: .X2 , say. Then Ix1 , Y, , x3 , x4} includes no circuits; so {x, , y1 , x3 , 
y3 , .x4 , y4] includes only circuits of the form (xi , yi , Xj , yj}, and {l, 3, 41 is 
a subset of, and by (5.38) is, a set satisfying the defining conditions for I. 
The definition of I’, ,,.., V, was independent of the choice of I, and so it 
follows that for some zq E {x4 , y4), {L.~ , x3 , zq} E L; but then zz and zJ are 
parallel, which is impossible. This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY. If M is a matroid, then G’(M) is Mengerian for ecery Q E E(M) 
if and only ifM is binary and has no F,* minor. 
The proof is clear. This result is not quite as strong as the theorem; there 
are connected matroids with F,* minors, some ports of which are Mengerian. 
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For example, the matroid M with E(M) = {l,..., S} and circuits the minimal 
nonempty sets expressible as symmetric differences of {I, 3, 4}, { 1, 5, 61, 
{I, 7, 81, {2,4, 6, 8j has an FT* minor (delete {I]), but Q(M) is Mengerian 
when Q == 1, because M has no F,* minor using 1. 
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